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From The Editor
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O

By Skinny, SASS #7361

ur previous—printed—issue of The Cowboy Chronicle featured END of TRAIL as well as several other interesting and
informative articles. I was frankly quite pleased with the final look
of that issue and proud to have helped produce it. However, it has
become clear since its circulation that
I committed a serious oversight in that
I neglected to depict the overall man
and lady winners (Missouri Lefty and
SASS Kicker) in the body of the issue.
I realize this is an important facet of
the magazine to many of our readers
and I truly apologize for any undue
displeasure I may have caused anyone.
Believe me, the omission was not
made with malice.
To atone somewhat for my over2016 World Champions
sight,
Misty Moonshine has come up
SASS Kicker and
with
the
excellent idea of running MisMissouri Lefty
souri Lefty’s and SASS Kicker’s photos—crediting them as EOT 2016 match champions—along with
short bios in the upcoming printed edition of The Cowboy Chronicle
(January). Each champion will be given a full page in that issue
and Misty promises me she will personally oversee the project.

The Cowboy Chronicle—October

ANNOUNCEMENT

Howdy SASS members,
SASS Headquarters is prepping for a future relocation!
The office building that is currently being leased by
SASS for our World Headquarters offices in Edgewood,
New Mexico is being listed for sale by the owners of the
building. While we cannot speculate as to the time
frame, once the building is sold, the SASS Headquarters
office will be relocated to another smaller, more economical facility in the area. Worry not, members- as you
see a “For Sale” sign being raised at the SASS HQ building-all is well with SASS, we are thriving as an organization and aren’t going anywhere!
Thanks!
Misty D. Miller
aka Misty Moonshine
Chief Executive Officer
Single Action Shooting Society
SASS Patron Life #83232
VISIT
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Election 2016—
One More Time

y the time you read this, Election Day will be almost upon
Skinny, SASS #7361
us and I want to take one last opportunity to urge you to go out and vote. As you know, I support
Donald Trump as what I see to be the much lesser of the two evils
(for our sport). But if, for your own reasons, you favor Hillary
Clinton, then you should by all means still get out and vote. It’s
the only way our republican system (yes, we live in a republic,
not a democracy) has a chance of working. Remember—if you
don’t vote you can’t complain about who gets elected.

T

Comic Book Corner

his issue features the second adventure of Fargo Kid from
his premiere comic book—a late 1940s periodical from
Prize Publishing. Once again, it features early artwork by two
illustrators who would go on to become legends in their field,
Al Williamson and John Severin. Williamson went on to work
on Flash Gordon and Secret Agent X-9 (Secret Agent Corrigan)
and Severin, along with his sister Marie, became a regular at
Marvel Comics. As always, material for Comic Book Corner
comes to us through Comic Book Plus. Visit their website at
www.comicbookplus.com to enjoy more vintage Western and
other genre comic books.

—Skinny

I

Correction

n the October issue of The
Cowboy Chronicle, we correctly identified Gus Buck Silver (SASS #91335) as third
place winner of the Men’s
Shooting Costume competition,
but we unfortunately ran the
wrong picture above his name.
Pictured here is the correct caption together with the correct
photo. Our apologies to Gus.
Third Place Shooting – Men
Gus Buck Silver dressed as an
1882 lawman with a
gambling past. His outfit
has silver dollars on his
holsters, belt, and buckle.
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OREGON STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL GUNFIGHTER
By Palaver Pete, SASS Life/Regulator #4375

W

Palaver Pete,
SASS Life/Regulator
#4375

Stage 4 in 39.19 while Hey Granpa
finished the same stage in 40.15, and
so it was, back and forth, until Buxton finished up at 199.18 and Granpa
finished up at 202.25. Granpa won
the Open Category and Buxton won
the Traditional category—a battle
worth watching again—both winners
are Oregon State Champions! But
wait, that was not all, Wiley Bob
(SASS #38162) and Buffalo Wings
(SASS #56856) were close behind—
Wiley Bob claimed second place in
the Traditional Category while Buf-

Ladies in waiting.

e all know what it’s like to
support your local sheriff, but
it may take some change in attitude
to support your local gunfighter.
After all, they seem like a rather
aloof group that really doesn’t need
our support at all—they seem to
manufacture enough amongst themselves. But in keeping with the spirit
of the game, and our local and guest
gunfighters in mind, the Oregon

State Cowboy Action Shooting™
Championship for 2016 kicked off in
the Badlands of Central Oregon, located 24 miles east of Bend.
The Plainsman Event gave early
indication of how competitive this
match would be. Can you believe
3.07 seconds separated Buxton Lookout (SASS #40999) and Hey Granpa
(SASS #60902) over a span of four
grueling stages—Buxton finished
VISIT
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High Road, SASS#75137, Prepares to shoot
the rifle portion of the Plainsman event.
Silver Sage Outlaw serves as R.O.
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Oregon State Championship (Support Your Local Gunfighter) . . .

falo Wings won second place in incredible overall time of 116.74,
the Open Category. Appy Dan for four stages, or an average of
(SASS #67998) placed third in 29 Seconds per stage—congratuTraditional and Sunrise Bill
(SASS #64301) claimed third
place in Open. The Ladies were
not to be denied their time in the
sun either, with Shot-Z-Lady
(SASS #60903) nosing out Cascades Annie (SASS #70533) for
the Plainsman Lady Category.
Congratulations to all 13 competitors in the Plainsman Event, you
all made it worth watching—wish
I could see it unfold again!
The ever growing and expanding venue of Wild Bunch proved
again to be one of the main attractions. Whisperin’ Wade (SASS
#36209) pulled his magic again,
Arctic Annie and Deadwood Pete,
two of the many volunteers who helped
by topping all shooters and winorganize and manage the match.
ning the Modern Category with an
VISIT
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lations WW! Not to be outdone,
GDub (SASS #98435) topped all
lady shooters and won the Lady
Modern Category with a very respectable 234.68, placing tenth
overall! Right behind GDub was
Pepper G (SASS #89336), followed by Bullseye Miss (SASS
#56827) and Camp Hag(SASS
#84031)—all good shooting
ladies! Sunrise Bill was top
shooter in the Traditional Category, nosing out Hey Granpa and
Riverdog (SASS #88745). Hoss
Reese (SASS #88815) came in
second behind Whisperin’ Wade in
Modern and Rowdy Rex (SASS
#71002) rounded out the winning
circle. All first place winners were
Oregon residents, therefore, Oregon State Champions!

(Continued on page 8)
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Oregon State Championship (Support Your Local Gunfighter) . . .
(Continued from page 7)

COMMENTS FROM PARTICIPANTS
“The Shoot was OUTSTANDING! Thanks for
asking for my opinion. The Stages were quick and
easy—there were a few that were challenging for
me, not so much for the others. They had a
Lawrence Welk type of set up, where instead of
using four targets, they used two. It was well run, a
large crowd—over 80. The weather cooperated. It
was very impressive driving into the range and seeing all the motor homes and trailers. I think we took
up over three-quarters of the meadow. They had a
huge, white ‘event style’ tent, and having everything
inside was very accommodating. The food was also
excellent, and there was lots of it. It was catered by
Wicked Good BBQ.”
—Shevlin Kid, SASS #72550.
“The Shoot was purely OUTSTANDING. My
favorite was the Shotgun Shootout, where we had
at least 30 participants and perhaps 40 spectators—
VISIT

all of whom could not stop cheering. Great Shoot!
Great people! Thanks for asking.”
—Silver Sage Outlaw, SASS #70532
“The Shotgun Shootout was the brain child of Silver Sage Outlaw. Procedure: start at port arms, shotgun stoked if desired. Two pigeon flyers, a water
balloon, a stationary bird, a charcoal briquette cannon, two fallers with birds, four standard shotgun targets, and a lot of harassing and laughter from other
shooters—what a hoot!”
—Whisperin’ Wade
APPLAUSE APPLAUSE!
A special round of applause for our State Shoot
Workforce consisting of Anna Banana, Arctic Annie,
Deadwood Pete, Cascades Annie, Silver Sage Outlaw,
Sierra Sage Sue, Hoss Reese, Pepper G, Buffalo
Wings, Appy Dan, Rico Kid, Li’l Italy, Sunrise Bill,
Rowdy Rex, Shifty McCoy, Chendelier, Tetherow Tex
LaRue, Scrambler, Bulls Eye Miss, Celilo, Powder
River Rose, and the entire Pine Mountain Posse—

US AT SASSNET.COM
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Oregon State Championship (Support Your Local Gunfighter) . . .

COWBOY ACTION SHOOTING™
WINNERS CIRCLE
For perhaps the first time in SASS history, a
mother and son shared the podium as top Lady and
top Man shooter in a major match—what do you
think—a new record so to speak? Let us know if this

(Continued on page 10)

where would we be without you? And a big shoutout
for our sponsors: Badman Bullets, Sportsman’s Warehouse, Cabela’s, Nosler Bullets, Lost Creek Armory,
Prineville Men’s Wear, Dillon Precision, and a big,
big cheer for Match Director, Whisperin’ Wade!
CLEAN SHOOTERS
Wild Bunch, Whisperin’ Wade. Plainsman Event,
Hey Granpa—congratulations to both—no easy feat!

VISIT
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Oregon State Championship
(Support Your Local Gunfighter)
(Continued from page 9)
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is not a precedent for
our sport and game?
Remember, mother and
son, and a major match,
not a club monthly
shoot.
Top
Lady
Shooter, Truly Goode,
SASS#87955, and top
Man, Fast Enough,
SASS #85412. Congratulations to both
mother and son!
Well that pretty
well sums up our State Cowboy Action Shooting™
Championship match for 2016. To view overall
scores and category scores, plus additional Northwest information, be sure to visit our web site at:
www.pinemountainposse.com/ any questions or
comments about this article should be directed to
any one of the contacts listed in the above referenced website. You’re a Daisy if ya do.
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Introduces
its Line of
Cowboy Hats

A

ugust 23, 2016, Fredericksburg, TX. “We are
very excited about the new ‘CimaRands’ Hat
Collection,” stated Cimarron CEO and
Founder, Mike Harvey.
Mike says, “The new hats will replicate styles as
worn by classic western characters such as CHARLEY
WAYT™ (Open Range), J.B. BOOKS™ 1 and the
smaller J.B. BOOKS™ 2 (The Shootist), JOSEY
WALES™ (The Outlaw Josey Wales), TOM HORN™
(Tom Horn), DOC HOLIDAY™ and TOMBSTONE™
(Tombstone), and THE MAN WITH NO NAME® (A
Fistful of Dollars; For A Few Dollars More; The Good,
The Bad and the Ugly), with some available in distressed versions. These hats are intended to compliment
Cimarron’s line of Hollywood Western cinema firearms
and are priced from $476-$699 MSRP.
Ritch Rand, CEO and Founder of Rand’s Custom
Hats, said “We both come from the same place—making the finest and most accurate products that a specific
film or television project requires. History is our guide
and our inspiration.”
Cimarron Arms is recognized as a leader in quality
and authenticity in replica firearms. For the past 30
years, Cimarron has worked continuously to perfect the

VISIT

authentic detail, fit, finish and function of their line of
frontier firearms. For more information, please call
1877-SIXGUN1 or visit www.cimarron-firearms.com.
For more than forty years, Ritch Rand and his talented staff have been creating and fitting customers from
around the world with headwear at his shop in Billings,
Montana. Each hat is handcrafted for each customer
using time-tested techniques of the hatter’s craft dating
back to the mid-1800s. For more information, please call
1-800-346-9815 or online at www.randhats.com.
Both companies have extensive experience supplying their products to the Western film business and have
found great success due to the historic accuracy and detail both put into their creations.
Texas Jack’s, a member of the Cimarron Firearms
family, is a well-known Old West dry goods and gun
store, outfitting western movies, supplying 1880s re-enactors, and supporting Cowboy Mounted Shooters and
SASS competitors.
The new CimaRands Hat Collection will be available at Texas Jack’s Wild West Outfitter in Fredericksburg, Texas, in the heart of the Texas Hill
Country. Call 1-800 TEX-JACK or look online at
www.texasjacks.com.
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for a “Proper”

qq
By Texas Flower, SASS Life/Regulator #43753

L

Assisting a lady from a carriage.

adies, when crossing a dusty street or ascending
stairs, raise your dress a bit about the ankle while
holding the folds of the dress together in the right hand
and drawing them toward the right. It is considered vulgar to raise the dress with both hands as it would show
too much ankle, but it will be tolerated for a moment
when the mud is very deep. Gentlemen, lift your hat to
a lady when she greets you in public, merely touching
the brim or a slight tip of the hat is very rude. Yes, this
was true in the Victorian Era. Learning about Victorian
etiquette has been very interesting and entertaining!
While doing research and preparing for a presentation on Victorian etiquette for a local group, I was
amazed with the countless rules of social manners and
VISIT

Texas Flower, SASS
Life/Regulator #43753

Lift the hat to greet a lady on the street.

conduct Victorians observed. Manners were of
such importance that many books on etiquette were
published and sales boomed everywhere including
the frontier. More than 60 etiquette guides were
published during the late 1800s so ladies and gentlemen could learn how to conduct themselves in
all social situations. Young people were expected
to use manners from an early age. Proper behavior
was important to the many displaced southerners
who came west after the Civil War as many of them
had been raised to “Southern Manners.” While
manners in the west might not have been suitable
in a Victorian parlor, a man never behaved badly
towards or in the company of a lady.

US AT SASSNET.COM
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Escorting a lady on the right arm.

Cowboy Chronicle Page 13

Rose—Beauty; Yellow Tulip—Hopeless Love;
Pansy—Think of Me; Marigold—Cruelty).
Some of the manners were familiar, but some
were new to me. Since I enjoyed learning about
“proper” Victorian etiquette, I decided to share a few
tidbits of Victorian etiquette with you.
For the Ladies
The wife should remember that upon her, to the
greatest extent, devolves the duty of making the
home happy. The laws of good breeding in no place
bear more gratifying results than in the home circle.
Every woman should aim to make herself look as
well as possible with the means at her command. A
fondness for dress, when it does not degenerate into
vain show, has an elevating and refining influence
on society.
Wear gloves on the street, at church, and other
formal occasions, except when eating or drinking.
A lady walks quietly through the streets, seeing
and hearing nothing that she ought not to see and
hear, recognizing acquaintances with a courteous
bow, and friends with words of greeting.
A lady is always unobtrusive and never talks
loudly, or laughs boisterously.
A lady who sits cross-legged or sidewise on her
chair, who stretches out her feet, who has a habit of holding her chin, or twirling her ribbons, or fingering her buttons, shows clearly a wont of good home training.
At a ball, never refuse one gentlemen and accept
another for the same dance, unless it was previously

(Continued on page 14)

After searching the Internet for etiquette information, I decided I really needed to see an original
Victorian etiquette book. I searched Amazon and
EBay and, as you might expect, there were several
but with a higher price than I was willing to pay for
my curiosity. Finally, I was able to find and snag one
on EBay that I thought might teach me how to be a
“Proper Victorian Lady.” It is an 1882 publication
and very fragile. The title is Our Deportment – or
the Manners, Conduct and Dress Of The Most Refined Society by John H. Young, A.M. It covers
many social situations and topics from basic etiquette for ladies and gentlemen to etiquette of foreign courts. It even has a chapter on “The Language
of Flowers.” In this chapter is a list of many flowers
and plants to which a sentiment was attached (e.g.
VISIT
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Physical activity—important to well-bred men and women.
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Etiquette for a “Proper” Victorian . . .
(Continued from page 13)

Our Deportment, 1882—
424 pages of manners and conduct.

promised. Never dance with the
same partner more than once or
twice in an evening.
For the Gentlemen
Generally, a gentleman removes his hat when going indoors.
If in doubt, it is best to remove the
hat. It is considered a sign of disrespect to leave the hat on when it
would be proper to remove it.
Offer your right arm to escort a
lady with whom you are acquainted. A gentleman may take
two ladies upon his arms, but under
no circumstances should a lady
take the arms of two gentlemen.
In a two-seated carriage, a gentleman takes the seat facing backward as the choicest seat is the one
facing the horses and a gentleman
should always yield this seat to the
lady. He does not sit next to a lady
unless he is her husband, brother,
father, or son. A person should
enter a carriage with the back to
the seat, so as to prevent turning
round in the carriage. A gentleman
exits the carriage first so he may

Our Deportment—Title Page.

assist a lady out of the carriage
without waiting for the formality
of an introduction. In assisting a
lady to enter a carriage, a gentleman will take care that the skirt of
her dress is not allowed to hang
outside. He must see that she is
comfortable in every way, before
he seats himself.
A gentleman desiring a lady to
accompany him to the opera or
theatre must send her a written invitation not later than the day previous to the entertainment. It must
be written in the third person,
upon white notepaper of the finest
quality with an envelope to match.
The lady must reply immediately.
When entering the hall in which
the entertainment is given, a gentleman should walk by the side of
the lady unless the width of the
aisle is not sufficient to allow this,
then he should precede her in
order to locate their seats.
Gloves are worn by gentlemen
as well as ladies, but not in the
country or at dinner. White or
VISIT
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cream color should be worn for
evening and gray or darker colors
for the day.
It is neither respectful nor polite to smoke in the presence of
ladies nor should a gentleman
smoke in a room ladies are in the
habit of frequenting.

(Continued on page 16)

Our Deportment—Preface.
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Etiquette for a “Proper” Victorian . . .
(Continued from page 14)

Of course, all the basic manners apply to the
gentlemen such as opening doors, retrieving
dropped items, helping with coats, offering your
seat when no others are available, and assisting a
lady with her chair.
For Ladies and Gentlemen
A lady is always introduced to a gentleman. A
social inferior is introduced to a superior.
When being introduced to a gentleman a lady
does not know, she may choose to bow politely. A
gentleman must not offer to shake hands with a lady
until she has made the first movement. If she decides to offer her hand, she presents it thumb up for
a hand shake or knuckles up to be kissed When a
gentleman is introduced to a lady, he should remove
his hat with his left hand so he can bow or be prepared to shake or kiss the lady’s hand with his right
hand. Kissing of the hand is usually only done when
the lady and the gentleman know each other. Gentlemen, if you do not know the lady and she offers
her hand to be kissed, bow slightly over the hand,

VISIT

but do not touch the hand with your lips.
Never refer to another adult by his or her first
name in public.
If an object is to be indicated, you must move the
whole hand, or the head, but never point.
In a ballroom, where the introduction is to dancing, not to friendship, do not shake hands. An introduction is followed by a bow. Usually the more
public the place of introduction, the less handshaking
takes place.
Dinner Etiquette
The host leads the guests to dine escorting the
senior lady (in age or social standing) on his right
arm. All other gentlemen follow with a compatible
lady on their right arms. Husbands should not escort
their wives or brothers their sisters. The hostess takes
the right arm of the senior male (in age or social
standing) and enters last. Gentlemen seat the lady
they are escorting to their right. All gentlemen remain standing until the ladies are seated. Ladies remove their gloves when seated. Gentlemen remove

US AT SASSNET.COM

Etiquette for a “Proper” Victorian

A mother and children.

theirs just before seating themselves. A gentleman may tuck a napkin into his collar to prevent
soiling his shirt or tie, but ladies should place the
napkin in their laps.
Physical education is indispensable to every
well-bred man and woman. A man should be able
to defend himself from ruffians, if attacked, and
also to defend women from their insults. Dancing
and calisthenics are also essential for a lady, for
the better physical training, the more graceful and
self-possessed she will be.
There are plenty more manners and Victorian
conduct where those came from! So, ladies and
gentlemen, we should be grateful we do not have
to learn and remember all the Victorian “rules”
of etiquette in our society today—but, good
manners are universal and always appropriate
in 2016 as they were in 1882!
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By Major Art Tillery, SASS #87441

A

Shady Willie Brown (SASS #77673) shooting the “All Guns” Side Match.

breeze slowly picks up on the
prairie… picking up a tumbleweed here and there, rolling
them down the road from Butterfield Gulch. A slight drizzle has
settled across the range, as the
cowboys and cowgirls pack up to
head on down the trail to their next
adventure. The 2016 Kansas Black
Powder Championship, held May
6-8, has come to an end, but it sure
was some kind of shindig!
This past year the gang at But-

2016

Black Powder
Championship

terfield Gulch has worked hard to
bring you another great black powder match, our fourth in a row! We
had 63 shooters join us this year—
our biggest attendance yet—from
Arkansas, Missouri, Oklahoma,
Illinois, Nebraska, and of course
Kansas. During this match shooters do have the option to join us
and shoot smokeless if they choose
to, they are just scored separately
from the black powder shooters.
We had only a handful shoot
VISIT
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smokeless though, the large majority took the plunge and joined the
“Dark Side” for a few days. The
largest two categories of this
match turned out to be Classic
Cowboy and Frontiersman. WE
HAD NINE, THAT’S RIGHT,
NINE FRONTIERSMAN ATTEND! And those shooters included Blue Mesa (SASS #63240),
Monco (SASS #92978), Count
Sandor (SASS #74075), Noz
(SASS #62899), High Plains

November 2016
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Kansas Black Powder Championship 2016 . . .

Count Sandor at the Stage Depot.

Stirrup Trouble (SASS #98294)
of Nebraska Territory.

pated in long range shooting, I urge
you to come on out and join us at
our annual match to give it a try.
After long range the other side
matches began back down at our
main shooting range. This year we
had the normal speed events: rifle,
pocket pistol, revolvers, shotgun…
but we also offered something new!
We opened up a stage for an “All
Gun” Side match, it had everything! The “All Gun” was a timed
event with the shooting of main
match pistols, match rifle, shotgun,
derringer, pocket pistol, 1911, and
a big bore! YEEHAA!! This side
match was very popular and we
plan to bring it back next year for
the shooters! If you didn’t have
some of these firearms , you could
still shoot because in true cowboy
fashion we had plenty of guns and
ammo available for all to use.
Blackwater Bruce (SASS #85094)
May 7 and 8 saw the main
of Arkansas showing how
match competition. This year the
Classic Cowboy is done!
stages and start lines were all based
Smokey (SASS #54146), and Fin- on the movie Tombstone. Lets face
gers McGee (SASS #28654). It it, that movie has so many great
was something to watch those cap quotes it is just hard to not use
and ball shooters do their thing in them for start lines! For two days
a true black powder category. Job shooters battled it out over twelve
well done fellas!
stages… some to win overall, some
This year the Kansas Black just to win their category, and othPowder Championship kicked off ers just for the love of the sport and
with long range shooting and side camaraderie that Cowboy Action
matches on day one (Friday the 6). Shooting™ has. We all shoot for
The long range matches involved different reasons and it was a joy to
targets at distances from 50 yards see so many folks having a great
all the way to 400 yards at a big ol’ time during the few days they were
buffalo! Here at Butterfield Gulch with us. Butterfield Gulch has
we shoot Pistol Caliber Lever, Big seven different permanent stages
Bore Lever, Big Bore Single Shot, that are used for our shooting
and Black Powder Buffalo Rifle. It events. These stages include The
is something to sit by and watch Fort, Stage Depot, Livery Stable,
shooters try their hand against the General Store, Saloon, Jail, and the
Kansas winds and hear the BOOM Gallows (New for 2016). We have
of the Buffalo Rifles as they battle several improvements planned for
it out. If you have never partici(Continued on page 20)
VISIT
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Kansas Black Powder Championship 2016 . . .
(Continued from page 19)

completion in the next year. The
stages for the Black Powder Championship had a variety of movement and shooting sequences, with
nothing that was too difficult to remember. The targets were moved
and rearranged from day one to day
two to keep things interesting.
At the end of Saturday’s main
match shooting, and a nice break to
unwind, folks put on their “going
to town” clothes and headed to historic Abilene, Kansas for the banquet meal. The meal was top notch,
with salad, rolls, bacon-wrapped
pork tenderloin, veggies, potato,
and desert! During the banquet,
side match awards were handed out
to the quickest and the most accurate cowboys and cowgirls that participated in those events. There
were also random drawings for
shooters prizes, with everyone receiving a little something. We had
many sponsors this year that
stepped up and helped us out with
some amazing prizes and donations
for the shooters. From custom gun
grips, weather radios, gift certifi-

cates, cleaning solvent, and much,
much more. The support the club
received from these folks was
amazing! We had so many donations they were being tossed out to
shooters for all three days of the
Black Powder Match! This year
was the first year we also had a one
of a kind rifle to raffle off… a
Henry .22 lever action frontier
model with octagon barrel. What
made this rifle special was the serial number was BUTTERFIELD1.
The box was even signed by Mr.
Anthony
Imperato,
President/Owner of Henry Rifles!
A very happy shooter from Kansas
by the name of Sgt. Strodog (SASS
#100152) won it. Congrats pard!
Sunday was the final chapter of
the 2016 Kansas Black Powder
Championship. On Sunday the
weather was a little difficult, with
overcast skies and occasional rain
showers. But in true cowboy/cowgirl fashion the shooters did not let
the weather bother them and battled out the six final stages to see
who would come out on top, stopVISIT
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ping only for the lunch that was
provided on both days and to keep
their gear covered.
As suddenly as the black powder match approached and began,

Henry Rifle winner Sgt. Strodog.

Kansas Black Powder Championship 2016 . . .

it had to eventually come to an
end. The range quickly become
quiet once again, the black powder
smoke slowly drifted out among
the rain drops and low clouds
strung over the Kansas prairie.
Cowboys and cowgirls retreated
back to their “wagons” to stash
away their shooting gear as the
scores were calculated. Then
everyone slowly made their way
back to the range to gather around

November 2016

and see how they placed when the
smoke cleared. Top overall Kansas
shooters were Fort Hays Preacher
(SASS #33995) and Cooncan
(SASS #101282).
The Butterfield Gulch Gang
would like to thank everyone who
made the trip to join us this year
for the Kansas Black Powder
Championship! THANKS FOR
COMING! We sure hope to see
you again next year, as we just
learned that we will once again be
holding the Championship for
2017! So make plans to come on
out to Kansas May 5-7, 2017 to
help smoke up the prairie for a few
days. You won’t regret it!
For the complete list of scores
for the 2016 Kansas State Black
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Powder Championship please use
the following link http://butterfield
gulch.com/scores.html. You will see
two sets of scores listed: “2016
Siege At Clark’s station” for the
smokeless shooters and of course the
“2016 Kansas State Black Powder
Championship” for the Dark Lords
of gun powder! While you’re there
please browse around and add us to
your favorites and keep us in mind
when making your cowboy traveling
plans for 2017. We will have a link
to the 2017 entry forum posted soon.
Also check us out on Facebook,
https://www.facebook.com/pages/B
UTTERFIELD-GULCHGANG/716929514999946 .

Legends 2016
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SASS Four Corners Regional
and Wild Bunch Divisional Championships

H

By B.T. Blade, SASS Life #35685

urricane, UT (April 18-23). It was a beautiful
spring morning in southern Utah when the first
rounds went downrange at the Legends Four Corners
Regional/Wild Bunch Territorial Championships.
Blue skies, a few white clouds and a slight breeze
signaled the start of what was to be an exciting funfilled week! While the “Four Corners Regional” is
comprised of the states of Utah, Arizona, New Mex-
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SASS Life #35685

ico and Colorado, approximately 140 SASS members from nine states packed their gear and came to
the event. They were not disappointed! Match Directors J.T. Wild (SASS #20399), Second Fiddle Sue
(SASS #55872) and members of the Dixie Desperados had a week planned that few would forget.
The Range crew, headed up by Juan Bad Hombre
(SASS #73487) had the range in world-class shape.
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Legends 2016 SASS Four Corners Regional
and Wild Bunch Divisional Championships . . .
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Fresh paint covered many of the stage façades. Vendors were on site including local (and Winter Range
favorite) food vendor “Handlebar Hank’s.” Lunch
for the Wild Bunch shooters was hosted by the Dixie
Desperados and provided by Arby’s. There was a
Chili feed on Wednesday afternoon again hosted by
the Dixie Desperados with entertainment hosted by
Cowboy Poet yours truly. Thursday evening a group
of more than 30 shooters headed to the Gun Barrel
Steak and Game House in St. George for an evening
of great food and cowboy fellowship.
So… enough about food. There was a Cowboy
Swap Meet on Wednesday afternoon, side matches
for both Wild Bunch and Traditional Cowboy Action

Shootin’, team events, and a Top Gun Shootoff.
The Saturday Night Awards Banquet was held at
the Hilton Garden Inn in St. George. The facilities
and Banquet room accommodated us quite nicely
with meal and dessert choices fit for a Top Hand
(sorry to bring up food again). JT Wild and Second
Fiddle Sue lined up sponsors for this event that read
like a “Who’s Who” of Cowboy Action Gear. Sturm
Ruger, Sportsman’s Warehouse and Dillon Precision
were just a few of the businesses that stepped up and
donated raffle prizes. The room was filled with lots

VISIT

of happy cowpokes when the winning tickets were
announced.
The evening wouldn’t be complete without a costume contest and quite frankly, I felt the judges had
some tough choices in selecting the winners. First
place winners were…
********
Cowboy: Quickly Down Under, Sass #99856
Cowgirl: Trixy Trigger, Sass #100336
Junior Girl: Fastdraw Fawn, Sass #94157
Junior Boy: Red Creek Kid, Sass #103140
Lady B/Western/Silver Screen: Aspen Filly,
Sass #50535
Men B/Western/Silver Screen: Juan Bad Hombre,
Sass #73487
Best Dressed Couple: White Ryder, Sass #71898
and Dusty Dawn, Sass #71899
Best Dressed Gentlemen: Jubal Sackett,
Sass #22531
Best Dressed Lady: Anita Gunn, Sass# 92434
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Legends 2016 SASS Four Corners Regional
and Wild Bunch Divisional Championships . . .
(Continued from page 23)

On to the Wild Bunch and Main
Match Awards. For Wild Bunch
the First Place Winners were…
********
Modern: J.T. Wild, SASS #20399
Traditional: Mokaac Kid,
SASS #78721
Lady Modern: Claudia Feather,
SASS #2816
Lady’s Traditional: Lawless Lill,
SASS #80605
Senior Modern: Celtic Rover,
SASS #34921

Main Match Winners were…
********
49’r: El Diablo, SASS #90046
Buckaroo: Red Creek Kid,
SASS #103140
Cowboy: Territorial Ryder,
SASS #31939
Cattle Baron: Doc Peacock,
SASS #61221
Classic Cowboy: Anvil Horn,
SASS #90313
Cowgirl: Etta Rose,
SASS #95923
Duelist: Zona, SASS #54629
Elder Statesman: Blue Ridge
Ranger, SASS #31232

Frontier Cartridge: Ol #4,
SASS #41004
Frontier Cartridge Duelist:
Four Bucks, SASS #36386
Frontier Cartridge Gunfighter:
William Waddy, SASS #48486
Grande Dame: Claudia Feather,
SASS #2816
Gunfighter: Idaho Bad Company,
SASS #28943
Senior Gunfighter, Navajo Kelly,
SASS #85246
Lady 49’r: Anita Gunn,
SASS #92434
Lady B-Western: Aspen Filly,
SASS #50535
Lady Gunfighter, Bank Robbin
Robin, SASS #59040
Lady Senior: Belinda Belle,
SASS #42966
Lady Silver Senior: Lawless Lill,
SASS #80605
Senior: J.T. Wild, SASS #20399
Senior Duelist: Arizona 2 Dogs,
SASS #9446
Silver Senior: Twelve Mile Reb,
SASS 30634
Wrangler: Mokaac Kid,
SASS #78721
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The winner’s of the Top Gun
Shootoff where Avery Wade and
Lawless Lill. The Overall Match
Winners were Twelve Mile Reb
and Belinda Bell
Congratulations to each of the
Winners and sincere thanks to all
the participants, volunteers, sponsors and vendors who made this
match such a big success. Years
ago I coined the phrase “SASS,
come for the shootin’, but STAY
because of the people!” This year’s
“Legends” proved that saying. I
know I speak for the Dixie Desperados when I say I hope our trails
cross again real soon at Legends
2017. See you out on the range!
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DISPATCHES FROM
.CAMP BAYLOR ,

I

Captain George Baylor,
SASS Life / Rugulator #24287

Mernickle Custom Holsters
New Wild Bunch Rig
By Captain George Baylor, SASS #24287 Patron Regulator

of the January 2016 Dispatches
column and helped Mernickle Cusn 2015 Bob Mernickle started tom Holsters to win the 2015
revising some of his line. The Wooly Award for Merchant of the
first rig that came out of his Year. Then he went to work on his
fertile mind was the wildly suc- Wild Bunch rig, already the most
cessful HP rig that was the subject successful rig in Wild Bunch. In
addition to its popularity in WBAS
matches, thousands have been sold
in the Dillon Precision catalog as
an excellent field holster.
He had the rig at END of
TRAIL, but in my case he had
only part of the rig. He had a left-

New Mernickle Wild Bunch holster
(left-handed). The attached knife sheath
from Mernickle holds a
1911 Screwknife© from
Redwing Trading Company
(That’s a 1911 barrel bushing wrench
on the end, not a bottle opener).
The sheath has a tension adjustment
screw and holds the knife tight
but allows quick access.

“Old” Mernickle Wild Bunch holster,
the most successful holster in WBAS.
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handed holster but no left-handed
magazine pouches. His pouches
are molded to fit the magazine in
the correct position for loads. But
I immediately used the new holster starting with the warm up
match. I saw no reason to go back.
New Holster
Now, despite the first batch of
magazine pouches disappearing
into the postal system, never to be
found, I have the entire rig. Let’s

New hammer safety strap. Very quick
release, weighted to keep the hammer
thong out of the way when not in use.
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New (left-handed) double magazine pouches on top, old pouches on bottom.
With the new pouches, eight magazines fit in the same width as six with the old pouches.

start with the holster. It is angled
slightly muzzle forward, which
works very well with my wrist,
which is out of warranty. I don’t
have to bend my wrist from the

draw to the shot. Mernickle calls
this, “Wrist Relief. No more bending your wrist back like a conventional holster, yet allowing the gun

(Continued on page 28)
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Mernickle Wild Bunch loading strips,
new on the right uses military grade
elastic loops. Magazine pouch
is ambidextrous.
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Dispatches From Camp Baylor . . .
(Continued from page 27)

Back of Mernickle Wild Bunch
loading strips. Military grade
elastic loops do not stick or bind,
making it easier to get rounds out.

New shot shell slide and rifle cartridge slide on top, separated so they can
be placed as desired. Military grade elastic loops replace leather.
The old pouches held four shotgun and five rifle rounds but came
in left-handed and right-handed versions.

to come straight up – for the
fastest draw yet!” The holster sits
a little farther out from the belt,
making access to the holster very
repeatable. Grabbing the gun with
a complete firing grip without
fumbling or having to look at the
holster is a snap. In Wild Bunch
Action Shooting the shooter never
re-holsters on the clock, but of
course in practice, drawing, reholstering, drawing, repeatedly
occurs. The holster is well placed
for that, too.
The belt is 2-1/2" wide with a

brass buckle and should hold its
shape over years of frequent use.
Magazine Pouches
The “old” magazine pouches
work very well. They also look
cool with the “US” band on them.
The band is lost in the new ones,
but this is a good thing. It allows
four pouches to fit in the room
three did before. Why is this important? When Wild Bunch Action
Shooting started, 20 pistol shots
were the norm – four magazines of
five rounds each. One was in the
gun and three on the belt, making
VISIT
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it easy to have spares for dropping
and a “Barley Fife” with three
double magazine pouches. But
match directors discovered they
could put in 25-round stages and
people liked it. So they tried 30,
then 35, sometimes more. So we
needed more magazine pouches.
Then Wild Bodie Tom’s Bodie
Blast (Cowtown in Phoenix, December) had a 140 round pistol
stage (20 seven round magazines).
But that wasn’t a normal event (to
say the least). If you’re a serious
competitor, you need to be prepared for 35 round stages. “Well,”
you ask, “35 rounds is seven magazines; why do you need the ability to carry eight magazines?”
Let’s go through it, one magazine in the pistol, and six on the
belt. That’ll cover it—if you’re perfect. If you never drop a magazine
and never need a “Barney Fife,”
you’re good with six. I’ve dropped

Dispatches From Camp Baylor . . .
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magazine, (tic-tock) rack the slide and (tic-tock) lock
the slide back. Now you can move. Or, you can keep a
magazine with one round in it, insert and fire it, which
locks the slide back. Now you can move. Carry the Barney Fife. Mine’s “backwards” in the eighth slot. It’s
also black while the others are stainless.
These magazine pouches work very well. The ones I
got were very tight. In Mernickle’s defense, they hurried
to get them to me in time. I wet the inside of the pouches
and inserted magazines (with a round in each) inside
plastic bags and shoved them all the way in and left them
overnight. If yours are tight, break them in before going
to a big match. These won’t collapse when the magazine
is out, so re-inserting the magazines is easy.
New Shotgun and Spare Rifle Cartridge Slides
The “old” slides held five rifle and four shotgun
rounds. If you’re right-handed, you probably wanted
shotguns on the left, rifle on the right, and vice versa
for left-handers. Bob had the brilliant idea (he has a lot)
to make separate slides. At END of TRAIL he showed
me two-round slides for each. Two rifles are fine for
the occasional jacked out round or reload. I balked at
only two shotguns, so he sent me a four-rounder. After

(Continued on page 30)

In use at a match at Founders Ranch, weak hand grabbing
magazine for magazine change while shooting with left.

magazines. I’ve picked up a magazine only to see it’s
empty or the first round is sticking out the front. So
I drop it and grab another. After one situation where
there wasn’t another I started loading up the belt.
(Aside: after I pulled an empty magazine during a
stage Two Dot said something profound. “I never put
an empty magazine back in my belt.” So now I stick
a little bag under my belt and put empty magazines in
it at the unloading table—after counting the magazines and making sure my name is on all of them.)
Barney Fife
If you have a dud or have to eject a bad round,
you insert another magazine and fire it. Now suppose
you’re supposed to be moving to the next shooting
position, but you have a loaded pistol. Moving with
it is a stage DQ. The clock is ticking. You drop the
VISIT
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Dispatches From Camp Baylor . . .
(Continued from page 29)

shooting some major matches with
10 shotgun targets, I started carrying a four-round slide on the magazine belt and another on the pistol
belt. You start with the shotgun
loaded up to six rounds and four
more have to come from somewhere. You can pre-stage extras on
props, but that’s slower than having
them on your belt. Like ammo
slides and belts for CAS, Mernickle
uses military grade elastic for
ammo loops. The advantage is that
when you grab the round, it comes
out. It doesn’t stick or bind.
New Loading Strip
The “old” loading strip holds
one magazine, 10 rounds of rifle,
and six rounds of shotgun ammo—
in leather loops. It works. If you
have one you’re probably not going
to replace it with the new one just for
the military grade elastic loops. But
they do work better, especially with
rifle ammo, which still sticks in my
old loading strip. They come right out
of the new loading strip. At least once
I have used the loading strip in a stage,
hanging it off the pistol belt on the
weak side with a magazine in it for a
high-round count stage.
40 Pistol Round Stage
As luck would have it, I received
the magazine pouches and reloading
strip on Friday and had a match at
Founders Ranch on Saturday with the
High Desert Drifters. Texas Tiger and
Jim Miller crafted six really good
stages, some with 30 pistol rounds,
some with 40. Everyone else staged
pistol ammo on the long stages.
Staged ammo is slower than ammo on
your belt. This was proven in a stage
that required that the pistol and ammo
were staged. I used the loading strip
for an emergency magazine in case of
brain or equipment failure.
VISIT

Last pistol rounds of the stage, weak hand ready
to grab the pistol so strong hand can grab the rifle.
Stage required 40 pistol rounds, seven magazines
from the magazine pouches have been used, leaving
the “Barney Fife” and, in this stage, enlisting the
loading strip to hold a ninth emergency magazine.
40 round stages are not common.

US AT SASSNET.COM

Quality
If you already have Mernickle
equipment you know it’s well made
from Hermann Oak leather, with polished edges and flawless stitching.
Conclusion
The “old” rig worked very well.
The new one works better. With dollars
being short, I don’t expect everyone
with Mernickle Wild Bunch rigs to immediately junk them and buy new
ones. My old one is by no means worn
out. But if you need new stuff, or if
you’re skinny and the magazines in
your belt now go around to your spine,
or your old holster hurts your wrist or
just doesn’t work well for you, you
might want to get some new stuff. If
you’re just starting Wild Bunch, consider the whole set. It’s quite good.
*************
Mernickle Custom Holsters,
1875 View Court, Fernley Nevada
89408, 1-800-497-3166,
sales@mernickleholsters.com,
www.mernickleholsters.com
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COWBOYS & INDIAN STORE, LLC
Ruger Vaquero Video
By Larsen E. Pettifogger, SASS #32933 Life Regulator

I

f you shoot your guns you need to clean them. At
some point, cleaning SASS® guns involves more
than just running a rag soaked with solvent down
the bore and wiping the exterior with oil. Our guns are
typically shoot a lot of rounds per year. Most of us
shoot straight wall cases (e.g. .38 Special and .45 Colt)
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and many of those rounds are low velocity with a
fair amount of blow-by and this blow-by goes into
every crack and crevice in the firearm. We shoot in
the rain and in the dirt. As a consequence, our
firearms need to be periodically taken completely
apart and given a thorough cleaning on the outside
and on the inside. Anyone who shoots our sport seriously needs to know how to take apart and properly maintain his/her firearms.
There are some websites and frequent articles
outlining how to take down firearms. However, as
the old saying goes, a picture is worth a thousand
words. So a video must be worth several thousand
words. Jim Bowie, the proprietor of the Cowboys &
Indian Store, long time SASS gunsmith, and member
of the SASS Hall of Fame, has prepared several
DVDs showing how to take apart and—more importantly—how to reassemble several varieties of
firearms used in SASS competitions. The DVD
being reviewed in this article deals with the most
popular handguns in SASS—the various models of
the Ruger Single Actions. The video is twenty-two
minutes long and begins by describing the various
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models of Rugers used in SASS – the .32 Single Sixes,
the Blackhawks, Vaqueros, and New Vaqueros.
Jim then performs a detailed takedown of a
Ruger Single Action describing the tools used and
the relationship of all the internal parts. The photos
appended to this article were taken from a TV screen
and a lot of detail was lost in the video to photo
process. The DVDs are a full 1080HD and the quality will be much better on your TV or computer
screens than are shown in these photos. After talking
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about the internal parts and giving some cleaning
tips Jim describes in detail how the gun is reassembled and tested for function. After a thorough cleaning and inspection the gun is ready to go for several
thousand more rounds of shooting.
Visit the Cowboy & Indian Store’s website at
www.cowboysandindianstore.com and take a look at
this and other gun maintenance videos and the numerous competition parts for which Jim has become
world famous.
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RETURN OF

wECHO

By Kaniksu Kid, SASS #26415

1

run is painted with the characteristic Herkner spackle finish.
They are a collector’s item if you
find one. His most profitable endeavor however was a fishing
lure. Mr. Herkner passed away in
1989 and the company that was
in Boise, Idaho no longer exists.
Parts are rare and somewhat
pricey if you can find them. Echo
used a different type of shell
holder that screwed on to the ram
(Photo 1) and the shell holders
are also very hard to find. To

Y

ou sophisticates that use
Dillon etc. probably won’t
be interested in this, but there
may be some old-timers who are.
Being old and sometimes
grumpy I still use a single stage
reloading press, it’s a Cobra
made by Eagle of El Monte, California that I bought in 1964.
Eagle was a division of Bergandi
Mfg. Co. A while back I decided
an additional press would speed
and smooth things along. As luck
would have it I obtained at no
cost a C press made by Echo.
Echo stands for E.C.Herkner Co.
The entire Echo line was fine
quality. Fred Huntington had
Herkner machine the first run of
the RCBS junior presses and that

3

2
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solve that problem I went to my
local hardware store and obtained a 5/8-18 fine thread nut,
then drilled and tapped it for a 440 set screw (Photo 2). Now I
can drop an RCBS shell holder
into the nut, tighten the set and
screw the assembly to the ram
(Photo 3). The Echo is a very
sturdy press and now that I have
the shell holder problem fixed
it’s a great addition. I know I
could have probably found a different ram, but hell anybody can
do that.
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The Misadventures of
Double Dog Darrenger
and Gappy Jack Daniels

F

Reviewed by Sweet Anne, SASS 87732

irst, if you are looking for a
“how-to” book on
Cowboy Action Shooting™, this isn’t the
place to start. However,
if you are looking for a
raucous and irreverent
(no-one is safe) collection
of short stories with Cowboy Action Shooting™ as
the back drop, this is a
great place to start!
Written by Madelyn
Questman (Cat Caerula,
SASS #92981), The Misadventures of Double Dog
Darrenger and Gappy Jack
Daniels follows two friends
as they travel to various
matches. Once I accepted
that this was not about
SASS®, NCOWS®, or any
other recognized shooting
sport, I was hooked. The characters are well developed, the
humor sharp and the (mis)adventures beyond the imagination of most mortals.
The short stories are published in “chapbooks,” similar to
the “dime novels” popular in the late nineteenth century. Volume 1 consists of a prologue and three short
stories: The Desparatas; The Roadkill Barbecue Buffet; and, The Round-Up at Flat Top Mountain. The latter being a great campfire ghost story.
The Desparatas started as a sub-plot in another
VISIT
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novel. Soon, the characters took
on a life of their own and the
author promptly removed them
from the other story to stand on
their own, as they should!
Each short story further develops the two main characters
and adds new ones for color
and comedy. Should I ever
decide to change my SASS
name, I am looking here for
ideas; the author must stay
up late at night to come up
with some of these!
After reading The
Roadkill Barbecue Buffet,
I can no longer listen to
the Reverend Horton
Heat’s “Eat Steak” without laughing and thinking
of the lines revised in the
story: “…eat possum,
eat possum, it really is
awesome.”
The two main characters have become
my favorite Cowboy
Action Shoo ters™.
They are fun, entertaining and
don’t take life too seriously. I am looking forward to
Volume 2!
Volume 1 is available at Amazon as a Kindle™ ebook. There are also a few hard copies available from
the author. Volume 2 is in the works and chapters have
occasionally appeared on the authors website,
www.questman-tales.com.
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The Suppression of

JOHN POPE
By Big Dave, SASS #55632

courteous toward enemy officers,
described Pope as a “miscreant”
who needed to be “suppressed.” It
is hard to say who was more
pleased by Pope’s defeat—his opponents or the officers who served
under him.
John Pope was born in 1822 to
a wealthy family in Louisville,
Kentucky. His father, Nathaniel
Pope, had been a federal judge who
was a friend of Abraham Lincoln.
Like many Civil War generals,
Pope had attended West Point (class
of 1842), had fought in the Mexican
War, and had remained in the Army
after the Mexican War ended. In the
John Pope’s bombastic leadership style
1850s, Pope was in New Mexico
could have been a chapter from How to
surveying a possible southern route
Lose Friends and Alienate People.
for the transcontinental railroad.
ajor General John Pope got When the Civil War broke out,
thrashed at the Second Bat- Pope chose to stay with the Union
tle of Bull Run. Though he was and was appointed brigadier genonly one of several Union com- eral to a unit of volunteers.
During the early part of the
manders to be defeated by the
Army of Northern Virginia, Pope Civil War, Pope had enjoyed notable
was notable because he was such successes in the Western Theater. In
a widely disliked individual. His April 1862, he was instrumental in
fellow federals had little good to the capture of New Madrid and Issay about him. Union commander land Number 10 on the Mississippi
Fitz-John Porter described him as River. This had allowed the Union
an “ass.” Union Brigadier General Navy access to the Mississippi
Samuel Sturgis remarked, “I don’t River as far south as Memphis.
care for John Pope one pinch of Pope’s successes had led him to
owl dung.” Southerners didn’t like wrongly assume the entire Confedhim much either. Robert E. Lee, erate Army was a pushover and
who was usually professional and there was something wrong with a

M
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Union army which had suffered defeats by any of its members.
Largely because of the capture
of Island Number 10, Pope was
transferred to the East and given
command of the newly created
(Union) Army of Virginia. The
Army of Virginia is not to be confused with the Confederate Army
of Northern Virginia—the Union
Army of Virginia was composed of
a number of federal forces that had
been suffering defeats at the time
of Pope’s successes in the West.
Pope was determined to whip his
new command into shape.
One of his first addresses to
his command read, “Let us understand each other. I have come to
you from the West, where we have
always seen the backs of our enemies; from an army whose business it has been to seek the
adversary and to beat him when he
was found; whose policy has been
attack and not defense.” Pope
went on to declare, “The strongest
position a soldier should desire to
occupy is one from which he can
most easily advance against the
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enemy.” The address was insensitive and bombastic—it implied the
people under his command were
slackers or cowards.
Brigadier General Alpheus
Williams, one of Pope’s officers,
wrote in a letter to his daughter,
“His pompous orders…disgusted
his army from the first.” Williams
also asserted, “…more insolence,
superciliousness, ignorance, and
pretentiousness were never combined in one man.” Williams concluded, “He had not a friend in his
command from the smallest drummer boy to the highest general officer. All hated him.” Pope had hoped
to inspire his men, but his address
produced the opposite effect.
The army under Pope’s command was created to fulfill a
Union strategy whereby the Confederate capital of Richmond
would be attacked by two federal
armies at the same time. Pope’s
Army of Virginia and General
George B. McClellan’s Army of
the Potomac were supposed to
meet up and create an unstoppable
offensive. The plan was sound, but
it required coordination and coop-
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by the fact that McClellan didn’t
like Pope either. (Pope had made
disparaging comments about McClellan’s inability to capture Richmond.) Moreover, McClellan felt
Pope’s promotion was an implied
criticism of his own actions. According to McClellan, it was Lincoln’s fault that Richmond hadn’t
been captured earlier—but that’s
another story. The bottom line is
McClellan was indifferent to any
plan that would bring glory to
someone other than himself.
Another flaw in the Union
strategy involved the speed aspect
of the plan. While Pope was capable of moving relatively quickly,
George B. McClellan and the
word “speed” didn’t belong in the
same sentence or even the same
Union General George B. McClellan
didn’t like Pope either.
language. It was McClellan’s habit
to move his army at a snail’s pace.
eration between the two Union This trait would ultimately prove
commanders, as well as a certain to be his own undoing, while at
amount of speed. McClellan would the same time it would needlessly
have to move his army from its prolong the war.
Robert E. Lee knew about Mcstalled position east of Richmond
Clellan’s attitude toward urgency
and unite with Pope’s army.
The coordination and coopera- and was determined to use it to his
(Continued on page 38)
tion part of the plan was hampered
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own advantage. He had just fought
off McClellan at the Seven Days
Battles (June 25-July 1 1862) and
taken the pressure off Richmond
for the time being. McClellan’s
army was encamped near the
mouth of the James River and did
not seem inclined to move from
that place any time soon. While
Pope was busy insulting his new
command, McClellan was busy
complaining about not having
enough reinforcements or supplies. Lee figured he had enough
time to deal with Pope before McClellan arrived. In fact, Lee relished the idea.
Pope had authorized his officers to seize rebel property, to
shoot captured guerrillas, and
expel civilians who refused to take

Robert E. Lee was determined
to “suppress” Pope.

an oath of allegiance to the Union.
Actually, Pope had a point—the
Civil War was not going to end
through gentle persuasion. Lee
wasn’t amused and declared that
Pope was a “miscreant”—an oldfashioned word meaning villain or
reprobate. (Insert any of several
modern epithets and you get the
idea.) To call Pope a “miscreant”
was strong language for Lee, who
usually strove to keep personal
feelings out of his orders. Furthermore, Lee felt Pope had to be
“suppressed” or put down, rather
like a loathsome insect that
needed to be squashed.
Lee decided Thomas J.
“Stonewall” Jackson would play a
pivotal role in the squashing of Pope.
Jackson also didn’t care for Pope’s
orders and considered them “barbarous,” even though early in the war
Jackson himself had advocated
marching into the North and burning
Baltimore and Philadelphia. All of
this notwithstanding, Jackson would
gleefully stomp Pope, assuming of
course that the inscrutable Jackson
ever felt glee. Jackson was quiet and
VISIT
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rather humble, but at the same time
much more forceful and focused than
the loudmouthed General Pope.
Since Pope’s army was moving
toward Richmond from the north
and McClellan’s army wasn’t moving very much at all, Lee sent Jackson and his men to block Pope. This
was risky, because if McClellan got
moving and actually attacked Richmond or moved quickly to link up
with Pope, Lee would face the
enemy with a reduced force. On July
13 1862, he sent Jackson to Gordonsville, Virginia, a rail junction to

Stonewall Jackson was a key element
in the suppression of Pope.

the northwest of Richmond. As time
went on and the federal army to the
east still hadn’t moved, Lee had reinforced Jackson to the point that
Jackson had a considerable amount
of men facing Pope.
The campaign leading up to the
Second Battle of Bull Run is a fairly
long story, which doesn’t need to be
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Some of Jackson’s men ran out of ammunition and resorted to throwing rocks at the federals.
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recounted in detail. Pope knew there was a large Rebel
army in the area, but he didn’t know exactly where it
was operating until August 26, when Jackson captured
Pope’s supply base at Manassas. Somehow, Jackson’s
entire corps of 24,000 men had marched over 50 miles
in two days and, as one historian noted, “swooped
down on the mountain of supplies at Manassas like a
plague of grasshoppers.” The poorly outfitted Confederate infantrymen couldn’t believe their luck. They had
plentiful food, clothing, ammunition, and blankets for
the first time since they enlisted. Many could exchange
their outdated smoothbore muskets for rifles. It still
took a while for the flustered Pope to locate Jackson,
but he eventually found him. The Second Battle of Bull
Run began near the site of the old First Bull Run battlefield on the evening of August 28, 1862.
Pope thought he’d caught Jackson at last and was
anxious to attack him before he could withdraw. However, Jackson had no intention of retreating. Indeed,
he’d been trying to goad Pope into a fight. The opening
of the battle was indecisive, since it had started late in
the day, but the second day (August 29) was a desperate holding action for Jackson’s men. Although Pope
didn’t realize it yet, he’d fallen into a trap.
At this point in the war, the Confederate cavalry
was much better than that of the Union. Since the cavalry’s job was to provide information, Lee had a much
VISIT

better idea of what was going on than his Union counterparts, Pope and McClellan. Lee also had the advantage of fighting on home ground, even though the maps
of that part of Virginia were less than perfect. At any
rate, Lee knew where Pope was and had a decent estimate of Pope’s strength. Pope, meanwhile, wasn’t sure
what he was up against. Lee also knew McClellan was
getting dangerously close to reinforcing Pope and he
didn’t have a lot of time. The plan Lee chose to execute
was extremely risky.
Lee had divided his command in front of McClellan
back in July and had divided it again in front of Pope.
Unknown to Pope, another Confederate force under the
command of General James Longstreet was coming to
reinforce Jackson. All Jackson had to do was hold on
until help arrived. It was a pretty tall order since Jackson was outnumbered, but Pope mishandled his assault
and Jackson’s men were able to fend off the Union attacks. By the evening of August 29 it looked like the
Confederates were going to crumble and Pope sent an
ill-timed message to Washington that promised victory
on the following day.
Meanwhile, Longstreet had arrived. He took his
time getting into position and Jackson’s men had some
more anxious moments on the 30th of August. Some
Confederate units had run out of ammunition and began
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hurling rocks at the Union soldiers.
(They probably would have rather
run away, but they were Jackson’s
men and feared their commander
more than they feared the enemy.)
Around 2:00 p.m. Longstreet’s artillery began a barrage into Pope’s
left flank. After the barrage ended,
Longstreet’s men charged the astonished northerners, who had little
choice but to retreat. Assuming you
hadn’t been killed or mangled, it
was a great day to be in the Army of
Northern Virginia. It was already a
bad day for Pope’s Army of Virginia, but it would have been even
worse had it not been for a desperate
defense at the end of the day by
Union troops on Henry House Hill,
where there had been a horrible
fight more than a year before.
If the Union commander had
been anybody other than John Pope,
you’d almost feel sorry for him. (I
take that back—it would have been
even better if it had happened to
McClellan.) However, Pope was a
braggart and a bully who was so
completely outclassed by Lee and
Jackson that his defeat was almost
poetic justice. When everybody in
Washington got over the shock of
the defeat, there was plenty of finger pointing to go around.
The politicians in Washington
pointed the biggest finger toward
Pope, who had botched the campaign and the battle. Unsurprisingly,
he was relieved of his command.
There was also plenty of talk about
McClellan’s lack of urgency in
coming to Pope’s aid. McClellan
had in fact suggested on August 28,
when the battle opened, he position
his troops between Lee and the city
of Washington, D.C., and leave
Pope “to get out of his scrape by

Longstreet’s arrival saved the day
for the Confederates at the
Second Battle of Bull Run.

himself.” However, McClellan had
the confidence and affection of his
soldiers (while Pope did not) and at
the time there was nobody else in
the Eastern Theater to turn to, so
“Little Mac” kept his command.
McClellan modestly accepted the
fact he would once again have to, in
his words, “save his country.”
The hammer fell on one of McClellan’s subordinates instead. This
was Fitz-John Porter, who had earlier described Pope as an “ass.” It
really isn’t good judgment to say a
thing like that about a superior officer even if it’s true. Furthermore,
of all McClellan’s generals, Porter
had been in the best position to assist Pope but had held off. Porter’s
excuse was he thought he had run
into Longstreet’s entire corps which
he in fact did, but Porter was nevertheless court-martialed and convicted. The verdict was reversed in
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1886, when documents proving his
claim were produced. Nevertheless,
Porter should have done something
and in fact did nothing. It’s hard to
feel sorry for him either.
Robert E. Lee and “Stonewall”
Jackson became the Confederacy’s
“dream team” and would go on to
torment their Union counterparts
until May 1863, when Jackson was
mortally wounded by troops under
his own command. The two of them
would face McClellan again at the
Battle of Antietam in September
1862. At that battle, McClellan
managed to (barely) stop them in
spite of a dithering that nearly surpasses the imagination.
After his own suppression by
Lee and Jackson, General John
Pope would be sent west to suppress an uprising by the Dakota
Sioux in Minnesota. The Dakota
Sioux would be defeated and Pope
would go on to preside over the
largest mass hanging in U.S. history. In a way he redeemed himself,
but you aren’t going to find any
monuments celebrating Pope’s victory. The uprising and the mass
hanging make for an interesting
story, to say the least. Stay tuned.
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Joe Fasthorse,
SASS #48769

Out West –

By Joe Fasthorse, SASS #48769

illiam Sidney “Cap” Light was a
Texas lawman. He was born in 1863
at Belton, Texas and at age 20 accepted a
position as a deputy marshal in Belton.
Cap was a member of the posse that
tracked down and killed desperado Wild
Bill Northcott in 1884. One day in 1889, a
troublemaker named Sam Hasley was drunk
and causing problems in town. Cap ordered Sam to go home, so Sam rode his
horse up on the sidewalk, daring the
young lawman to do something about
it. Light attempted to arrest Hasley,
but Hasley drew his six-shooter.
Sheriff Light pulled his own pistol
and fired, killing Hasley instantly. A
few weeks later, when deputy Light was
escorting gunman Ed Cooley to prison, the prisoner tried to escape. Light shot Cooley dead. The next
year, a gambler named Felix Moralas was drunk and
causing trouble in the Cotton Exchange Saloon.
Moralas was confronted by Light. Moralas reached
for his gun. Light was faster. The gambler fell dead
on the floor with his pistol in one hand and a beer in
the other. Cap Light married Soapy Smith’s sister,
Katherine, in 1887. Soapy Smith was the boss of a
criminal empire in Denver and Creede, Colorado. In
1891, Cap joined up with Soapy’s gang and in 1892

he accepted the position of camp deputy marshal
at the Creede camp. A Creede faro dealer named
Reddy McCann had a killing history of his
own. McMann was drinking heavily one
night and around 4:00 a.m. he was shooting
out the streetlights on Main Street. Marshal
Light attempted to arrest McCann. Reddy resisted. The marshal slapped the faro dealer in the
face. Both men drew their weapons and fired.
McCann fell to the floor and his last words
were “I’m killed.” A jury found Light innocent, but Cap was so upset over the incident
that he quit the Soapy Smith gang. Light
then went to Temple, Texas. He applied for
a position as a detective for the Santa Fe
Railroad but was turned down. Cap blamed
the railroad’s chief detective, T. J. Coggins, for
his job denial. One day he approached Coggins and
struck him with his pistol barrel. Light was arrested and
charged with assault. At the trial, Coggins pulled his pistol
and fired several shots at Light’s head. One bullet entered
near Cap’s right ear, and another just below the jaw. Light
eventually recovered. Coggins was arrested for attempted
murder but never brought to trial. While riding in a Kansas
& Texas train car in 1893, Cap Light shot himself when he
accidentally pulled the trigger of the revolver in his pocket.
The bullet severed his femoral artery and he hemorrhaged to
death within minutes. Cap Light was 30 years old.
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Dominator, SASS #62912

S

Edited & Adapted by Justice Lily Kate, SASS #1000

t. Augustine, FL. I, Dominic Whitaker, AKA
Dominator, have been very fortunate to again receive the SASS academic scholarship for my upcoming final semester at Flagler College in pursuit
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Justice Lily Kate,
SASS #1000

of my double major degree in Fine Arts and Graphic
Design. With continued support from my parents
(Santa Fe River Stan, SASS #36999 and South Paw
Sibby, SASS #62914) and my grandparents (Colonel
Dan, SASS #24025 and Mary Christmas, SASS
#62913), I plan on graduating this coming December. I continue to enjoy shooting with them at Ghost
Town Gun Slingers in St. Augustine Florida. However, those at my home club and my family haven’t
been the only people who have encouraged me to set
academic and leadership goals. This past year, I was
hired as a Resident Advisor for Flagler College. In
this new position, I have made acquaintances and
friendships with the other members of the Residence
Life Program, some of the best peers my school has
to offer. They have helped me set and achieve goals
and helped me learn the continued value of taking
responsibilities beyond those I had thought possible.
Their continued support in matters of life and academia is matched only by that of my family’s.
My plans after graduation are to get an apartment and job in St. Augustine and ply my trades as
an artist/designer on a freelance level. I then plan on
taking my further developed skills and applying
them to more challenging and rewarding occupational endeavors. Where that will take me remains
up for debate.
The values instilled in me by my families—actual, SASS, and Residence Life—are these: be respectful to everyone; work hard and your fortune
will improve; be forthcoming and honest in all aspects of life. These values were originally learned
by my time in SASS and have been reinforced by
every other facet of life. For these virtues, I am most
proud. I thank everyone, SASS or otherwise, for
their continued support and am once again, humbled
by the generosity of others.
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By Dominator, SASS #62912

Adapted & Edited by Justice Lily Kate, SASS #1000
“The reasons for gun control fall under the flag of
public safety. Though there are many safety reasons why private ownership of firearms might be
banned, these arguments are outweighed not only
by the need for protection, but because the limitation of ownership rights could become dangerous
to personal freedom.”
—123helpme.com

I

agree fully with this statement. One needs only
look to the past to understand the dangers of
sacrificing liberty in the name of security. In this
writing, several historical figures will be sourced
and explored to demonstrate the potency of this
statement, and how, regardless of whichever century it may take place, the sacrificing of arms and
other personal liberties for the sake of “security”
and “comfort” is the first step taken to create a totalitarian state.
“False is the idea of utility that sacrifices a
thousand real advantages for one imaginary or trifling inconvenience; that would take fire from men
because it burns, and water because one may
drown in it; that has no remedy for evils except destruction. The laws that forbid the carrying of arms
are laws of such a nature. They disarm only those
who are neither inclined nor determined to commit
crimes.” – Cesare Beccaria (from Thomas Jefferson’s Commonplace Book). This quote taken by
the Italian Political philosopher is especially
poignant in today’s arguments for and against gun
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control. As then as it is now, a peoples’ right to defend themselves from all threats, foreign and domestic, is infringed upon under the guise of safety
for the whole, when all such laws and restrictions
do is deprive people the ability to arm themselves
against emboldened criminal and political threats.
“No free man shall ever be debarred the use of
arms.” – Thomas Jefferson. This text was a first
draft of what would eventually read, “A well-regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a
free state, the right of the people to keep and bear
arms, shall not be infringed.” Thomas Jefferson
was perhaps one of the most vocal in his belief
that humanity need be able to arm itself. Outside
of the Constitution, many of his personal writings
analyze situations in which the right to bear arms
was ignored by those in power and thus, the powerful grew ever more so over their populace. “The
strongest reason for the people to retain the right
to keep and bear arms is, as a last resort, to protect
themselves against tyranny in government.” His
studies of the colonies’ interaction with England
and later France’s Monarchy v Peasantry provide
a powerful insight into the main reasoning behind
why a people need be armed.
These great men, pillars of insight during trying
times, both sought freedom and liberty for their
people. Though very different in their approaches
to the problem, they shared the same belief—that
the populace, in order to preserve liberty, must always retain the right to maintain arms.
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Hopalong Cassie, SASS #81945

M

Edited & Adapted by Justice Lily Kate, SASS #1000

agnolia, TX. Howdy! My name is Cassie
Mohkami (Hopalong Cassie). My brother-inlaw, George Stokes (Shot Shell, SASS #79405) and
my sister, Shelia Stokes (Shell Belle, SASS #79406),
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Justice Lily Kate,
SASS #1000

were the ones who introduced me to the great sport
of Cowboy Action Shooting™. I began shooting
with the Thunder River Renegades (Magnolia, TX)
in 2009, and soon afterwards became a member of
the Old Fort Parker Patriots (Groesbeck, TX) and the
Oakwood Outlaws (Oakwood, TX).
I am a proud member of the Fightin’ Texas Aggie
Class of 2018. I am currently pursuing a degree in
Geophysics with a minor in Arabic. My long-term
aspiration is to graduate with a Master’s degree in
Geophysics so I can work as a geophysicist for a
leading oil/gas or water exploration company.
I am very fortunate to have been blessed with
such a wonderful support system. My family,
friends, and professors/advisors continuously help
guide me to success. I would like to especially recognize my inspiring sister Shelia for being such a
positive role model. Day after day, she works tirelessly as a Research Nurse for MD Anderson Cancer
Center. Watching her, I have learned the true meaning of hard work and selfless service. Without her to
guide me, I would have never developed into the
strong individual I am today.
When I began shooting back in 2009, I soon realized had I not only joined one of the best sports in
the world, I had also became part of a family. My
shooting family has been there for me since before I
fired my first shot. As they have watched me grow
up, they have been there to protect and support me.
I would like to give a big thank you to all that
have supported the SASS® Scholarship Fund. Without y’all’s help, I would not have been able to receive
this award. I feel honored to have received one of this
year’s scholarships. The financial burden of pursuing
a higher education is lessened on my family and on
me by your confidence in my future. I am humbled
by the recognition and hope to represent SASS and
the Cowboy Way to the best of my abilities.
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By Hopalong Cassie, SASS #81945

Adapted & Edited by Justice Lily Kate, SASS #1000
agree with the statement, “The reasons
for gun control fall under the flags of
public safety. Though there are many
safety reasons why private ownership of
firearms might be banned, these arguments are
outweighed not only by the need for protection,
but because the limitation of ownership could become dangerous to personal freedom.” The second
amendment is important to modern society in that
it allows us to protect ourselves from tyrannical
governments both foreign and domestic, and keep
violent crime rates down.
An individual’s right to possess firearms reduces violent crime. People with wrong intentions
are less likely to commit crimes against armed citizens. In areas where an individual’s rights to possess firearms is restricted, there is a higher rate of
crime. For example, Luxembourg, where handguns
are banned and ownership of any kind of gun is
minimal, has a much higher murder rate than Finland with a high rate of gun ownership (Kates and
Mauser, 2006). There have been countless situations where the Second Amendment saved lives
during an invasion. According to The Washington
Post, in a hospital near Philadelphia, a man shot and
killed two people. A nearby doctor shot back and
injured the attacker. The killer was still carrying 39
unspent rounds when he was arrested. If it had not
been for the doctor who owned and used a firearm,
more innocent lives might have been taken.
The Second Amendment aids in the defense
against government tyranny both foreign and do-

I
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mestic. For example, after the bombing of Pearl
Harbor, Yamamoto, the Commander-in-Chief of
Japanese Navy, stated, “You cannot invade the
mainland United States. There would be a man with
a rifle behind every blade of grass” (Morison, 1975).
Had it not been for the widespread knowledge of the
well-armed citizenry, we could have suffered a
mainland invasion during WWII and the American
identity would have been shifted drastically. Americans should feel the responsibility to hold down
their soil, and do so with the right to bear arms.
Likewise, the Second Amendment allows Americans
to eradicate an unjust government that has manipulated the power given it by the general public.
Whether it be protecting against foreign intrusion or
keeping the American government from abusing its
own power, the people have the individual liberty of
the Second Amendment to make their voices heard.
Without citizens able to protect themselves from
tyranny both foreign and domestic, and the ability
to deter crime by carrying and using firearms responsibly, America would not be the country known
and loved today. I am privileged to have been
taught the importance of firearm safety at a young
age. I joined SASS in 2008 when I was only 13 and
have been shooting as much as my college work allows. The Single Action Shooting Society has introduced me into a world where the golden rule still
applies, and safety is paramount. I am so proud to
be a member of an organization where family can
spend quality time together, and have fellowship
with Second Amendment advocates.
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Kica Mandalay, SASS #75471

I

By Kid Sopris, SASS Life/Regulator #3290

t’s with great sadness and heavy heart that I
bring the news SASS Life Member Kica
Mandalay (Irene Collie-Veitch) passed from
our trail August 6, 2016. Kica was with our
sport for only a short time before illness prevented her participation. An avid supporter of
costuming and recipient of the 2007 Hell On
Wheels Passing of the Reins Award given by
Judge Roy Bean, SASS #1, Kica leaves behind
a husband, Kid Sopris, her Parents, two aunts,
several cousins and a huge SASS Family of
friends and supporters.
Happy Trails Darlin’.
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A LITTLE STREET HUMOR
A CONVERSATION ABOUT CAS™
By Palaver Pete, SASS Life/Regulator #4375

I wish I had a dollar for every time this has happened to me!
Him: So tell me, what is this Cowboy Action
Shooting™? Is it (makes fast draw motion of drawing
revolver out of holster)?
Me: No, it’s not fast draw. We re-live the West of
the late 1800s in sport and game form. We dress like
the old west. We shoot real guns that existed during that
period of time. We make up scenarios and set up stages
and shoot steel targets with real bullets under the clock.
Him: You use real bullets? Isn’t that dangerous?
Me: Yes, we use real bullets, and yes, it can be dangerous, but we are very much aware of that and we
have established rules that make the sport and game
safe—safety is our primary focus.
Him: Ah, so it’s like John Wayne or Clint Eastwood huh, shooting the other guy before he shoots you
(makes fast draw motion of drawing revolver out of
holster).
Me: No, it’s not fast draw. We set up targets and
develop a scenario, perhaps something like a bank robbery. We shoot that stage using guns in various calibers
that existed back in the 1800s. Some of our shooters
use black powder and some use cap and ball, but most
use smokeless powder. There are many different shooting categories. We also split categories by age. The bad
guys are represented by the steel targets on stands. We
have to shoot these targets with our revolvers, rifles,
and shotguns under the clock. Our performance is
judged by time and accuracy.
The game of Cowboy Action Shooting™ is a family sport. Some of our best shooters are women, and
the young kids are super good and many of them have
won national and world honors. Our game is exciting
and has evolved even further. We also have a venue
called Wild Bunch Action Shooting™ where we emulate the movie of the same name, using large caliber rifles, Model 97 and Model 12 shotguns, and 1911 45
ACP pistols.
Him: I remember that Peckinpah movie. Wow, one
VISIT

of the bloodiest movies ever
made. Yes, I would like to see
that movie again, and yes, I
Palaver Pete,
would like to try that (makes
SASS Life/Regulator
fast draw motion of drawing
#4375
revolver out of holster).
Me: Well, it’s not fast draw, but let me tell ya what.
We shoot next Sunday at the local range starting at 9:00
a.m. Why don’t you come out and watch us and if you
would like, I’ll let you shoot my guns and you can give it
a try. What do you think of that?
Him: Hey, yeah, I would love that. Thanks Pete, I’ll
be there (makes fast draw motion of drawing revolver out
of holster) as he departs… I hear him say, “Can’t wait!”
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Jacking Out Live Ones
By Roger Rapid, SASS# 96080

F

Photos and illustrations by Roger Rapid

Roger Rapid,
SASS #96080

rom time to time, we all fall
into the rut of jacking out a
live round. It happens for a bunch
of reasons including, but not limited to, jitters, working the action
only part way, a faulty move with
the lever or pump, a poorly seated
bullet, a mis-shaped case that
binds in the chamber, a light hammer strike, or sometimes a poorly
seated primer.
Running a rifle fast, as we are
all prone to do during a string, and
experiencing no response when
the trigger is pulled, instinctively

Fig. 2—Primer hits can be measured
with a dial micrometer fitted with a
special base that measures the depth
of the primer’s hit below the face of the
primer. This primer hit measured .016"

Fig. 1—Both the .38 and .45LC rounds
shown here had good primer hits but
were ejected from their rifles without
detonating. Both had high primers.

brings about racking the lever or
pulling back the foregrip in search
of the next round. Obviously,
jacked-out rounds are frustrating,
especially when working against
the clock.
At the last few matches I paid
particular attention to rounds that
were ejected early to see if there
was any common denominator.
While most of the rounds had no
primer hits, I noticed that some of
the jacked-out rounds I picked up
or examined at the unloading
table—mine and others—had light
hits on the primers. There were
others however, that showed good
firing pin strikes on primers but
the primers were not fully seated
causing them to not detonate.
To detonate properly, the
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primer must have a firing pin
strike that dents the center of the
primer .018" to .020". The measured “dent” varies and is dependent on a) the amount of
deformation of the cap after detonation; b) the shape of the cap after
it is driven back against the bolt;
and c) the CUP [copper units of
pressure] of the powder charge and
how that charge contributed to
backing out and reshaping the
primer’s cap. The .018" to .020"
dent in the cap will significantly
force the cap into the wafer and
crush the wafer between the
primer’s cap and anvil causing detonation of the wafer. However, in
order for the wafer to be crushed,
the primer must be fully seated in
the case with the anvil pressing
against the rim of the case. (If you
have ever fired a primer in an
empty case to evaluate firing pin
strikes, you may have noticed that

Fig. 3—If the primer is not fully seated,
a strike on the primer can easily
knock the anvil free preventing the
wafer from being deformed.
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the primer will typically back slightly out of the
case. However, this does not occur on a fully
charged cartridge because the detonation of the
powder drives the case back against the bolt’s face
which, in turn, keeps the primer seated.)
The wafer in most primers today is made of
lead styphnate (mercury fulminate was its predecessor), a highly explosive compound that must be
impacted at a high rate of speed in order for it to
detonate. Similar to PETN (pentaerythritol tetranitrate)—and other highly sensitive explosives—
lead styphnate can be squished, bent, dropped,
squeezed, and pressed without detonating. This is
why primers do not detonate during normal reloading processes and forces. When a primer is properly seated in a standard reloading press, the wafer
is severely compressed between the anvil and the
primer’s cap. And, no matter how hard you force
the loading press’s handle, the wafer will not detonate. But, impact it abruptly, and BANG! (Folks
in the blasting industry who work with Primacord
detonating cord will slowly cut the cord with a
sharp, non-sparking knife or scissors, but never
with a wire-cutter because the abrupt snap of the
cutter’s jaws can cause detonation of the powder
resulting in ignition of the cord.) This also speaks
to the importance of being firm and consistent during reloading, but never overly agressive.
The primer is designed so the anvil protrudes
below the bottom of the primer. In this way, when
the primer is pressed all the way into its pocket in
the shell casing, the anvil bottoms out against the
base of the primer pocket ensuring a sturdy support
for the anvil when the firing pin smashes into the
primer’s cap. If the primer is not fully seated, the
anvil can be easily knocked out of the primer’s
cap. And, depending on the stiffness of the hammer
spring, size and weight of the hammer, speed of
firing pin, and height of the anvil above the
primer’s pocket, the wafer will not be impacted
and the primer might not detonate.
Most cowboys and cowgirls glide their fingers
over the primers in a box of rounds for a quick
“feel” of any high primers. And, we often reject
high primers on revolver loads at the loading table
because high primers cause the obvious problem of
preventing the cylinder from turning freely. (Some(Continued on page 50)
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times, experiencing a cylinder that does
not rotate freely is how we find a high
primer in the first place.) Often, these
rounds will be relegated to the rifle because we don’t envision a problem with
high primers in a tubular magazine, and
some folks think closing the rifle’s bolt
Fig. 4—The primer is comprised of three parts: a pyramid-shaped anvil,
against a high primer will help it seat
a highly explosive wafer, and the cap into which the anvil and wafer are fitted.
better. However, not all rifles have little
or no rim space. Some rifles, especially those with loading bench to ensure that primers are fully seated
low mileage, may close with zero rim space, and clos- will pay off big time.
ing the bolt can force a high primer further into the
—Roger Siminoff (aka) Roger Rapid, is an auprimer pocket, but this is the exception, not the rule. thor and columnist and heads up the Pozo River
With primers that are not fully seated, when the Vigilance Committee at Lazy Arrow in Santa Marhammer drops, the firing pin can dent the primer’s garita, CA.
cap and exert a load against the wafer. But, if the
anvil is not fully seated against rim of the case, the
impact can result in knocking the anvil out of the
primer rather than detonating the charge.
Fig. 5—
What to do with cartridges with high primers? If This diagram shows
the cap (blue), the
you have already cycled the bullet through the gun,
wafer (orange),
and it has a firing pin hit on the primer, the very best
and the anvil
and safest thing to do is pull the bullet, pop out the
(green). When the
primer on a hand-press (and discard the primer), save
firing pin dents
the cap, the
the powder, and reuse the case. (And, according to
wafer is rapidly
how severely the bullet was crimped, you can mostly
compressed against
likely reuse the lead). For safety reasons, neither the
the anvil causing
detonation.
author nor The Cowboy Chronicle recommend reseating a high primer in a loaded bullet due to the potential risk of detonation. However, I’d be remiss if I
didn’t meniton that some shooters will put a loaded
bullet in a hand press to fully seat a high primer.
Well-seated primers may cure some jacked-outround problems, and a bit more diligence at the re-

Fig. 6—The anvil in the new CCI primer on the left protrudes from
the base of the primer by .010" for an overall height of .119"
Once the primer has been installed in a case and compressed (right),
the anvil gets squeezed into the cap about .005" but the anvil still protrudes from the base of the primer. (Look carefully at the two primers,
the primer on the right has its anvil set slightly lower into the cap.)
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“Rules” That Aren’t
By Cassalong Hopidy, SASS #39703

owboy Action Shooting™ is governed by hundreds of rules, captured in page after page of the
Shooters Handbook and the RO1 and RO2 course
materials, as well as various interpretations, rulings
and clarifications, so what we really don’t need is
shooters invoking “rules” that don’t exist—based on
a misunderstanding of the rulebooks and their contents. In an effort to help combat the spread of such
non-rule “rules,” let’s shoot down some of the popular or recurring rule myths now:
A round over the berm is always a Match DQ
There is no such SASS® rule. Instead, the penalty
is left to the determination of individual clubs (RO1,
p. 19, #15). At many clubs, a round over the berm is a
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MDQ—that will almost always be true at clubs in
urban settings—and, by the way, club “incident reports” may have to be filed, or even reported to local
law enforcement in case some person or property at
a distance from the match venue is injured. There are
many clubs, on the other hand, where a round over
the berm is a No Call. In a desert setting, there may
not even be a berm, or the berm may be a mountain
3,000 high in the background. And even at clubs
where “a round over the berm is a MDQ,” that may
apply only to revolver and rifle rounds, not shot from
shotgun discharges. Without such an allowance, a
club could not include flying clays in the action—unless there is a mighty high berm or a launcher that
only lifts the clay a few feet. (As an aside, note that
one of the reasons the TO is admonished to “watch
the gun” is to improve the chances he or she will
know whether a round has gone over the berm or not,
where penalties attach to rounds that do so.) In any
event, there is no standing SASS rule—that is a matter determined on a club-by-club basis.
You cannot sight down your guns or otherwise
shadow shoot at the loading table
Not true. What the rule actually prohibits is
“dry-firing” at the LT (RO1, p. 26). “Dry-firing” is
expressly defined as “the act of bringing of an unloaded firearm into a shooting position, cocking the
hammer and pulling the trigger as if to cause the
gun to fire normally” (RO1, p. 31). Club rules may
proscribe other acts involving the handling of guns
at the LT that don’t involve cocking the hammer and
pulling the trigger, but SASS rules do not prohibit
shadow shooting there, with fingers or guns.
You earn a 10-second Procedural if you shoot
a rifle target with a pistol
(or a pistol target with a rifle)
You certainly do not. You will get a miss,
since the round(s) in question failed to connect
with a target prescribed by the stage instruc-
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tions for the type of firearm you are using. See
definition of “Miss” at RO1, p. 32 and the Flow
Chart at p. 28. And to be clear, that is true
whether the shooter hit the wrong type of target
“intentionally or by mistake” (RO1, p. 25).
Gunfighters have to alternate successive shots
between the two revolvers
You wish! The Shooters Handbook states,
“There is no set pattern as to how the revolvers are
to be fired, but alternating revolvers is clearly the
most efficient” (SHB, p. 14). Remember, those
shooting a GF category (Gunfighter, B Western, or
Frontier Cartridge GF—or other GF categories offered in a given match, like Senior GF) are permitted to shoot Gunfighter style (using both revolvers
on some shot-alternating basis) or Double Duelist.
And one of the principal advantages of double cocking is it allows the GF to change leads (that is shoot
successive rounds from the same revolver when
doing so avoids having to “cross over” with the guns
to engage the targets in the required sequence). Incidentally, a recent clarification permits B Western
shooters to switch between GF style and traditional
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(two-handed) style during a single stage—for example, shooting the first five rounds GF style and the
last five rounds two-handed.
A duelist has to holster the first pistol
before shooting the second
Show me that rule in the books—there isn’t one.
As long as there are no unfired rounds in the first revolver, a duelist may keep it out—pointed in a safe direction—while shooting the second revolver, and then
holster both at the end of that shooting string. If there
are unfired rounds in the first pistol (say the shooter
lost track and fired only four rounds) when the second
is pulled from leather, the shooter earns a P (first offense) for shooting out of category (RO1, p. 25).
There is a penalty for sweeping yourself
with the muzzle of a gun
Really? Please show me where that rule is so I
will know what penalty to apply. The fact is, there is
no such SASS rule. Shooters often sweep their feet
when clearing revolvers from leather and bringing
them up to shoot and cross draw shooters routinely
sweep the non-shooting arm when pulling or rehol-
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stering handguns. There are rules against sweeping
others, of course, and there is a rule against unsafe
gun handling (failure to manage safe muzzle direction)—the penalties for which are up to and including
a Match DQ (RO1, p. 15).
You cannot move (“travel”) while shucking
or clearing hulls from a shotgun
I include this as a myth based purely on my observation of shooters. I can’t tell you how many times
I have watched shooters who are about to move with
a shotgun stay in place, or even stop, until the hulls
from shots just taken have cleared the chambers of
their shotguns. I have seen it enough to believe many
of them are concerned if they move with a shotgun
that has hulls in it, they are committing an offense for
which they can be penalized. There is no rule imposing that restriction—you just have to clear them before you shoot the next firearm or, if the shotgun was
shot last, before it leaves your hands at the Unloading
Table (RO1, p. 18). A shotgun is explicitly declared
safe for movement, shotgun in hand with “action
open, round on carrier or in chamber” (RO1, p. 17).
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SASS rules prohibit writing a stage
that finishes with a rifle
Negative. No such rule exists. But rifle reports
are typically the most difficult for timers to register,
sometimes even when the sensitivity is set all the
way to max, and for that reason stages are rarely
written which finish with the rifle. There are situations when a rifle finish may work—for example,
when shooting from an enclosure that captures the
rifle report. In any event, it’s a stage design consideration, not a SASS rule.
The TO or other range officer must carry
a malfunctioning firearm to the ULT
Nay. Those reciting this “rule” may be thinking
about the retrieval of dropped firearms. Those are
to be picked up by an RO and cleared, if necessary,
on the stage, then returned to the shooter (RO1, p.
19). The shooter is expressly forbidden to retrieve
dropped firearms. But there is not a rule prohibiting
a shooter from carrying a malfunctioning firearm to
the ULT if he or she can do so safely. A malfunctioning firearm cannot be removed from the firing
line/unloading area without being cleared, however,
unless the shooter does so under the direct supervision of a match official. Failure to adhere to that
constraint earns a MDQ (RO1, p. 21).
SASS rules define the default starting position
as hands “relaxed” at side, not touching guns
or ammo
Umm, that sounds right. Close, but no cigar.
SASS Convention #9 reads as follows: “If no starting position is given the shooter shall stand upright
with revolvers holstered, hands at the side not
touching any firearm” (RO1, p. 13). So technically
speaking, it says nothing about the hands being relaxed. Nor does it explicitly say that hands cannot
touch ammo. Convention #5, however, specifies
shooters may not start with ammunition in hand and
everywhere I have shot during my 10-years or so in
Cowboy Action Shooting™, the consistent practice
and expectation has been that the shooter may not
be touching firearms or ammunition. I believe the
“hands at the side” requirement is intended to mean
that they are unoccupied. Also, note the rule only
proscribes the “hands,” not other parts of the body,
touching firearms. Thus the forearm may be in contact with a revolver grip as long as the hand is not.
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The TO should always ask the shooter if he/she
understands the course of fire
Nope. That is a question to be asked, if at all, at
the Loading Table. I know it happens at plenty of
monthly matches, but the shooter’s responsibility is
to secure that information before reporting to the
line of engagement. The TO asks whether the
shooter is “ready.”
The 170 rule applies both at the line of
engagement, at the Loading and Unloading Tables
and while moving to and from one’s gun cart
Well, that is only partly right. It applies where
the firearms are being used on the stage (SHB, p.
25). It does not apply at the LT, ULT or between
those points and the cart. The applicable requirement in those locations is that the muzzle be pointed
in a “safe direction” (SHB, p. 23). If you think about
it, you cannot keep the muzzle within the 170 (defined by reference to the line where the shooter is
engaging targets) at LTs and ULTs, which are
pointed into side berms as is frequently the case. It
would be pointing at the shooter on deck, the
shooter on the line, the TO, spotters, and/or others
between you and the targets. So away from the line
of engagement, the shooter’s responsibility is to
keep the muzzle pointed in a safe direction (ordinarily muzzle up) so as to avoid sweeping anyone.
You cannot holster revolvers butt forward
Don’t tell Wild Bill. And don’t try to enforce that
against a fellow competitor either, unless there is a
local club policy prohibiting butt forward carry, because there is no such SASS rule. Such carry was
impermissible for Gunfighters and B Western
competitors, but only in those categories, until recently, but that prohibition was removed from the B
Western and Gunfighter category rules when the updated Shooters Handbook was released as Version
21.8 on February 1, 2016. B Western shooters are
now only prohibited from using shoulder rigs (they
must, of course, use buscadero or drop holster rigs
with the revolvers below the top of the gun belt).
And the current rule for Gunfighters specifies only

that “two holsters are required, one on each side”
(SHB, p. 15). There are in fact videos available online
which show two permitted methods of drawing and
reholstering butt forward carried revolvers. (See e.g.,
www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5P-fcifBNE.) Note in
both instances the revolvers are manipulated so as to
accommodate the 170 rule. And remember the exception from the 170 limitation for getting revolvers out
of and back into the holsters where at the moment of
extracting or reinserting the revolvers they are briefly
pointed straight down—i.e., at 180 (SHB, p. 25).
While butt forward carry is probably not the most efficient or quickest means of holstering revolvers for
Cowboy Action Shooting™ competition, there is no
SASS rule that says you can’t do it as long as you are
careful not to violate the 170.
I am sure others have been the object (victim) of
other made-up rules that cannot be found in the SASS
handbooks. Keeping myth rules out of the game is a
constant and continuing battle—do your part by politely insisting that those who cite rules you think are
contrived show them to you in the handbooks—and
we will all have a better time, and better times.

Call (Roxy) at the SASS Office or Email (roxy@sassnet.com)
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Company Quartermaster

Masonic Cowboy lapel pin 1-inch $7
shipped. You can use Paypal at

t.schultz5@roadrunner.com
Or email me. Nickel City Dude

Phone: 716-693-3237

Roxy West...

Phone: 717-628-5084
Fax: 717-628-5271

Bob Enck
barnmaster@comcast.net
17 East Main Ave
Myerstown, PA 17067
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